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GLOBAL EMPLOYMENT FOR YOUTH
Global
employment
trends for youth,
2013
The report offers
valuable lessons learned
from in-depth regional
and gender analysis as
well as recommendations on youth employment policies. Ideally,
these will shape future
developments, as
country continue to prioritize youth in their national
recovery policy agendas.

http://www.ilo.org/global/research/global-reports/globalemployment-trends/youth/2013/WCMS_212423/lang-en/index.htm

EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP
Regulating the
employment
relationship in
Europe: a guide to
Recommendation
No. 198
This Recommendation
recognizes that there
is a role for international guidance to
member States in
achieving protection
that is equally accessible to men and women, through national law and
practice.
Publishers: ILO-Governance and Tripartism Department
and European Labour Law Network (ELLN)

Publisher: ILO-Geneva

RURAL ROAD WORKS
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
The ILO convention on
indigenous and tribal
populations, 1957
(No. 107) and the
laws of Bangladesh:
a comparative review
The ILO Convention
No. 107 (and the revised
version, Convention
No. 169) are primarily
development tools,
which can provide
useful frameworks for
implementing indigenous peoples rights at the national
level.

http://www.ilo.org/indigenous/Resources/Publications
/Byregion/WCMS_105009/lang--en/index.htm
Author: Raja Devasish Roy
Publisher: ILO Country Office for Bangladesh

Manual
maintenance
labour-based
technology for
rural road works
This training manual
provides technical
management staff
and contractors with
appropriate guidelines for the effective
management of
routine road maintenance works.
Publishers:

European Union, ILO-Enhancing Rural
Access Project (ERA) and Don Bosco
Foundation
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MIGRATION
International
migration
outlook, 2013

The report provides
a broad overview
of recent trends in
international migration
flows and migration
policies. It takes a
close look at the impact
of the economic crisis
on the employment
situation of immigrants and highlights major changes
in policies to support the integration of immigrants and
their children.
www.oecd.org/migration/imo
Publisher: Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD)

TRADE AND ENVIRONMENT
Trade and
environment
review, 2013:
wake up before
it is too late
The world needs a
paradigm shift in
agricultural development from a “green
revolution” to an
“ecological intensification” approach.
This implies a rapid and
significant shift from conventional, monoculture-based
and high-external- mosaics input-dependent industrial
production towards of sustainable, regenerative
production systems that also considerably improve
the productivity of small-scale farmers.
Publisher: United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD)

Country
migration report:
the Philippines,
2013

The report discusses
the context of international migration
over time and offers
a retrospective summary
of the development of
the migration phenomenon since the 970s.
It also presents an overview of migration trends on
immigration in the Philippines, emigration from the
Philippines and overseas employment.
Publishers: Scalabrini Migration Center, International
Organization for Migration and Government
of the Philippines

SOCIAL DIALOGUE
Non-standard work,
social dialogue and
collective bargaining
in Indonesia
The paper provides
an overview of the
situations facing
informal, contract
and outsourced
workers, and how
labour law regulates
their terms and
conditions of work. It
analyses both legal
and practical constraints in organizing such workers
and the challenges to promoting effective social
dialogue and collective bargaining.
www.ilo.org/dial
Publishers: ILO-Industrial and Employment Relations
Department (DIALOGUE) and Regional
Office for Asia and the Pacific
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Meeting the
challenge of
precarious
work: a workers’
agenda.
International
Journal of
Labour
Research, 2013.
Vol. 5, Issue 1

The International Journal of Labour Research provides

Labor situation in
Korea, 2013
The Korean government plans to move
away from the catchup-oriented strategy,
which is mainly driven
by capital input, in
order to create a leading creative economy,
where science
technology and
people can play
central roles.
Publisher: Korea Labor Foundation

an overview of recent research on labour and social
policies from trade union researchers and academics
around the world.
Publisher: ILO-Bureau for Workers’ Activities

For further information, visit: www.ilo.org/manila
Information on Labordoc is available on:
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/support/lib/labordoc/index.htm

